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Abstract
For a %nite group G, a Cayley graph Cay(G; S) is said to be normal if the group GR of right
translations on G is a normal subgroup of the full automorphism group of Cay(G; S). In this
paper, we prove that, for most %nite simple groups G, connected cubic Cayley graphs of G are
all normal. Then we apply this result to study a problem related to isomorphisms of Cayley
graphs, and a problem regarding graphical regular representations of %nite simple groups. The
proof of the main result depends on the classi%cation of %nite simple groups. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a %nite group. For a subset S of G such that S does not contain the identity
1 of G and S = S−1:={s−1 | s∈ S}, the Cayley graph =Cay(G; S) of G with respect
to S is the graph with vertex set V = G and edge set E = {{g; sg} | g∈G; s∈ S}.
It follows from the de%nition that the group GR = {	g | g∈G} of right translations
	g : x → xg is a subgroup of the full automorphism group Aut and acts regularly
on V. We may identify G with GR; in particular, Aut is transitive on V. Some
properties of the graph  are determined by the property of Aut, for example, how
symmetric  is; see [16,20,24]. However, it is a very diAcult problem to determine
Aut in general. A natural approach for determining Aut is to seek relations between
G and Aut, for instance, whether or not G is normal in Aut. A part of Aut may
be described in terms of automorphisms of G, that is, the normalizer NAut (G)=Go
Aut(G; S), a semidirect product of G by Aut(G; S), where
Aut(G; S) = {∈Aut(G) | S = S};
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see Lemma 2.1. Thus in the case where G is normal in Aut, the full automorphism
group Aut may be described in terms of automorphisms of the group G, and in this
case,  is called a normal Cayley graph of G, see [25]. One of the main purposes of
this paper is to prove that, for most %nite simple groups G, connected cubic Cayley
graphs of G are normal.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be one of the simple groups given in the following list:
(a) G is a sporadic simple group and G = M11, M22, M23, J2, Suz;
(b) G =An, where n ∈{5; 11; 23; 47} ∪ {2m − 1 |m¿ 3};
(c) G is a simple group of Lie type of odd characteristic with a possible exception
G = L2(11);
(d) G=L2(2e), L3(2e), U3(2e), PSp4(2
e), E8(2e), F4(2e), 2F4(2e)′, G2(2e), or Sz(2e).
Let  be a connected cubic Cayley graph of G. Then
Aut = Go Aut(G; S) and Aut(G; S)6S3:
Remarks. (1) In the case where  is symmetric, that is if Aut induces a transitive
action on the set of ordered pairs of adjacent vertices of , Theorem 1.1 was proved
in [13, Theorem 7:1:3], see Theorem 3.1.
(2) The method of proving Theorem 1.1 may be extended to study bigger valent
Cayley graphs. In [6], a similar characterization result to Theorem 1.1 is given by
edge-transitive Cayley graphs of %nite simple groups of valency 4, and with the char-
acterization, various half-transitive graphs of valency 4 are constructed.
We then apply this result to study some other problems about Cayley graphs.
First, we study a problem regarding isomorphisms of Cayley graphs. A Cayley graph
Cay(G; S) is called a CI-graph if, for any T ⊂ G, whenever Cay(G; S) ∼= Cay(G; T ),
there exists an automorphism ∈Aut(G) such that S = T . A group G is called a
connected m-CI-group if all connected Cayley graphs of G of valency at most m are
CI-graphs. Investigating %nite CI-graphs is a currently very active topic in the area of
Cayley graphs, see [17,25] for references. It is easily shown that all %nite groups are
connected 2-CI-groups; while it is proved in [15] that there exist %nite groups which
are not connected 4-CI-groups. However, it is unknown whether all %nite groups are
connected 3-CI-groups, and it is conjectured in [15] that the answer is positive. As a
consequence of Theorem 1.1, we have the next result, which strengthens the conjecture.
Corollary 1.2. If G is one of the simple groups listed in (a)–(d) of Theorem 1:1, then
G is a connected 3-CI-group.
Next, we investigate graphical regular representations of %nite groups. A Cayley
graph  of a group G is called a graphical regular representation if Aut=G. If  is a
graphical regular representation of a group G then the graph  uniquely determines the
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group G. The problem of seeking graphical regular representations of groups has been
investigated for a long time. The existence problem of graphical regular representations
for %nite groups was solved at early 1980s, see [8]. Since then, the main problem in
this area is to determine graphical regular representations for a given class of groups,
and it has received considerable attention in the literature, see for example [4, Section
16] and [2,3,9,10,14,18]. For a Cayley graph =Cay(G; S), let A=Aut and let A1
be the stabilizer of the identity 1 of G in A. Then Aut(G; S) is a subgroup of A1, and
further, if  is a graphical regular representation of G then A1=1 and so Aut(G; S)=1.
Therefore, a necessary condition for  to be a graphical regular representation of G
is Aut(G; S) = 1. In some circumstances, this necessary condition is also suAcient for
 to be a graphical regular representation, see for instance [10,14,18]. However, it
is of course not the case in general, that is, there exist groups G and Cayley graphs
Cay(G; S) such that Aut(G; S)=1 but Cay(G; S) is not a graphical regular representation
of G. Hence the following natural problem was proposed by Godsil [10].
Problem A. Determine classes of groups G and Cayley graphs Cay(G; S) for which
Cay(G; S) is a graphical regular representation of G if and only if Aut(G; S) = 1.
The solution for Problem A is known only for a few classes of groups. Godsil
solved the problem in [9, Theorem 3:8] for p-groups with p prime which have no
homomorphism onto ZpKZp, and in [9, Theorem 4:3] for dihedral 2-groups; while
in [10] he also solved Problem A for cubic Cayley graphs of alternating groups of
degree at least 19 and for certain cubic Cayley graphs of 2-power order. The second
author [14] solved Problem A for arbitrary cubic Cayley graphs of 2-power order. Very
recently, Sim and the second author [18] solved Problem A for metacyclic p-groups
with p prime. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1, Problem A is solved for
cubic Cayley graphs of most %nite simple groups.
Theorem 1.3. Let G be one of the simple groups listed in (a)–(d) of Theorem 1:1.
Then a connected cubic Cayley graph Cay(G; S) is a graphical regular representation
of G if and only if Aut(G; S) = 1.
Remarks on Theorem 1.3. (1) By the theorem, if G is a simple group which is listed in
parts (a)–(d) of Theorem 1.1, then whether a connected cubic Cayley graph Cay(G; S)
is a graphical regular representation of G is completely determined by Aut(G; S). Thus
it would be easier to construct a graphical regular representation of such a group G,
see Theorem 1.4 for example.
(2) For some groups G which are not listed in (a)–(d) of Theorem 1.1, by using
GAP (see [21]), we compute explicitly some cubic Cayley graphs of G and their
automorphism groups. Note that a Cayley subset of 3 elements can have only two
forms: {x; y; z} where x; y; z are all involutions, or {x; y; y−1} where x is an involution
and y is not. The computation shows that, if G = A5, L2(11) or M11, then there
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exist three involutions x; y; z ∈G such that 〈x; y; z〉=G and Aut(Cay(G; {x; y; z}))=G.
Hence these groups have some cubic graphs as their graphical regular representations.
We conjecture that every %nite nonabelian simple group has a cubic graphical regular
representation.
(3) We do not have any examples of Cayley graphs which satisfy that G is
nonabelian simple, Cay(G; S) is connected and cubic, Aut(G; S) = 1 and Aut¿G.
Such graphs Cay(G; S) would be very rare and worth to give a characterization.
Theorem 1.3 identi%es candidates for such graphs.
Godsil [10] proved that for n¿ 19 the alternating group An of degree n admits a
cubic graphical regular representation. As a corollary of Theorem 1.3, we %nd cubic
graphical regular representations for some of the other families of simple groups.
Theorem 1.4. The Suzuki groups Sz(q) have cubic graphical regular representations.
In Section 2, we draw some preliminary results. Then we prove Theorem 1.1 and
Corollary 1.2 in Section 3, and %nally we prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 in Section 4.
2. Preliminaries
The terminology and notation used in this paper are standard, see for example [5,24].
In particular, for a group G, denote by (G) the Frattini subgroup of G, that is the
intersection of all maximal subgroups of G; while denote by soc(G) the socle of
G, that is the product of all minimal normal subgroups of G. For two groups G
and H , denote by G o H a semidirect product of G by H . A permutation group
G on a set  is said to be quasiprimitive if each nontrivial normal subgroup of G
is transitive on . Let  be a %nite graph, and let G be a subgroup of Aut. The
graph  is said to be G-quasiprimitive if G acts quasiprimitively on V, and  is
said to be quasiprimitive if it is G-quasiprimitive for some G6Aut. For a nor-
mal subgroup N of G which is not transitive on V, N induces a quotient graph
N , for which VN is the set of all N -orbits on V, and two vertices U; V ∈VN
are adjacent in N if and only if there exist u∈U and v∈V which are adjacent
in .
Next we quote some known results which will be used in the ensuing sections.
The %rst lemma gives a relation between graph automorphisms of a Cayley graph
 = Cay(G; S) and group automorphisms of G. As a consequence, the full automor-
phism group of a normal Cayley graph of a group G may be described in terms of
automorphisms of G. Also, the lemma makes clear.
Lemma 2.1 (see Godsil [9, Lemma 2.1]). Let G be a ?nite group, and let
 = Cay(G; S). Then NAut (G) = Go Aut(G; S).
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We notice that if  is connected then Aut(G; S) is faithful on S, and so Aut(G; S)6
Sym(S). There is a criterion of Babai [1] for a Cayley graph to be a CI-graph, which
is a fundamental tool in the study of CI-graphs.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a ?nite group, and let =Cay(G; S). Then  is a CI-graph
of G if and only if all regular subgroups of Aut which are isomorphic to G are
conjugate.
For a %nite group G and a prime divisor p of |G|, let |G|p denote the order of
the Sylow p-subgroup of G, which is said to be the p-part of |G|. Let m(G) be the
smallest index of proper subgroups of G. First we record an upper bound on the order
of the Sylow subgroups of simple groups G in terms of m(G).
Lemma 2.3 (Fang and Praeger [7, Lemma 2.1]). Let G be a ?nite nonabelian simple
group. Then for each prime p dividing |G|, the p-part |G|p = pk is such that
k 6


m(G)− 2 if p = 2;
m(G)− 1
p− 1 if p ¿ 2:
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
This section is devoted to proving Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. By Lemma 2.1,
to prove Theorem 1.1, it is suAcient to prove that G is a normal subgroup of Aut.
Let G be a %nite nonabelian simple group, and let  = Cay(G; S) be a connected
cubic Cayley graph of G. In the case where  is symmetric, Theorem 1.1 was proved
in [13, Theorem 7:1:3], as stated in the following lemma.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a ?nite nonabelian simple group. Assume that  is a con-
nected symmetric cubic Cayley graph of G. Then either G/Aut, or G is isomorphic
to A5, L2(11), M11, A11, M23, A23 or A47.
Thus, to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we only need to consider the case
where  is not symmetric.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let G be one of the simple groups listed in (a)–(d) of
Theorem 1.1, and let  = Cay(G; S) be connected and cubic. Let A = Aut, and
let A1 be the stabilizer of 1 in A. Assume that  is not symmetric. It follows that A1
is a group of 2-power order. If A1 = 1, then we have nothing further to do. Thus we
assume that A1 = 1, and so G is a proper subgroup of A. By way of contradiction,
suppose that G is not normal in A.
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Assume %rst that A is quasiprimitive on V. Then the socle soc(A) equals Tm for
some simple group T and some positive integer m, see [19], and is transitive on V.
Thus |T |m is divisible by |V|= |G|, and as |G| is not a prime-power, T is nonabelian.
Further, G ∩ soc(A)EG, and as G is simple, G6 soc(A). It then follows that G is a
subgroup of T . Since |A| =|G| is a 2-power, soc(A) = T . Thus G is a subgroup of the
simple group T of index a 2-power. It then follows from [11] that (T; G)=(A2m ;A2m−1),
where m¿ 3, which is a contradiction to the assumption in Theorem 1.1.
Assume now that A is not quasiprimitive on V. Let M be a normal subgroup of A
which is maximal subject to that M is intransitive on V, and let M be the quotient
graph of  induced by M . Then every nontrivial normal subgroup of A=M is transitive
on VM , that is, A=M is quasiprimitive on VM . Further, as |M |= |MoG| =|G| divides
|A| =|G|, |M | is a power of 2. Since G is simple and transitive on V, we have M∩G=1.
Hence GM=M is a subgroup of AutM which is isomorphic to G and transitive on
VM . It follows that |VM |¿ 5, and M has valency 3. If |VM | is a prime-power, then
by [11], GM=M is 2-transitive on M , and thus M is a complete graph of valency 3,
which is a contradiction since |VM |¿ 5. Now arguing as in the previous paragraph,
we have that soc(A=M) is nonabelian simple and contains GM=M . It then follows that
either soc(A=M) = GM=M , or soc(A=M) = A2m and G ∼= GM=M =A2m−1 with m¿ 3.
By our assumption, G ∼= A2m−1, and thus soc(A=M)=GM=M . It follows that A=M is
a subgroup of AutM . Suppose that M is not semiregular on V. It follows that the
quotient graph M is of valency less than 3, and so |VM |=2 or M is a cycle. However,
GM=M ∼= G is transitive on VM , which is not possible since G is nonabelian simple.
Therefore, M is semiregular on V, and so |M | divides |V|= |G|. Hence |M |¡ |G|2,
where |G|2 denotes the 2-part of |G| (see Section 2).
Assume that G centralizes M . It follows since GM=M is normal in A=M that G is
normal in A, which is a contradiction. Thus G does not centralize M . It then follows that
G induces a nontrivial action on M=(M) by conjugation. Hence LM :=M=(M)=N1×
N2 such that N1 is a minimal normal subgroup of LMoG and is not centralized by G.
Now N1 ∼= Zd2 for some positive integer d. Therefore, G has an irreducible projective
2-modular representation of dimension d. Let L be the full preimage of N2 under
M → M=(M), and let & = L be the quotient graph of  induced by L. Then
Zd2 o G ∼= GM=L6Aut&. Write GM=L = N o G where N ∼= Zd2 . Arguing as in the
previous paragraph, we know that N acts regularly on V&. In particular, |N | divides |G|
since |N | divides |M | and |M | divides |G|. Thus 2d = |N |6 |G|2, where |G|2 denotes
the 2-part of |G| (see Section 2). Moreover, if |N |= |G|2 then the quotient graph &N
of & induced by N is of odd order and of valency 3, and hence &N has 3|V&N | arcs,
which is not possible. Thus
2d = |N |¡ |G|2;
which provides an upper bound for the values of d in terms of |G|2. On the other
hand, by [12, Sections 5:3 and 5:4], d has a lower bound in terms of G. This enables
us to exclude the simple groups that are not listed in (a)–(d) of Theorem 1.1 using
the following arguments.
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Case 1. Assume that G is a sporadic simple group. Then by Table 5:1.C of [12,
Proposition 5:3:8], the inequality |N |¡ |G|2 may hold only for the case where G is
the Mathieu group M22, the Janko simple group J2, or the Suzuki simple group Suz,
so G =M22, J2 or Suz, which is a contradiction.
Case 2. Assume that G is the alternating group An. If n¿ 9, by [12,
Proposition 5:3:7], |N |¿ 2n−2. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3, |G|26 2n−2. Thus
|N |¿ |G|2, which is not the case. So n=5; 6; 7 or 8. Again by [12, Proposition 5:3:7],
we have that d¿ 2; 3; 4; 4, respectively. Further, the inequalities 2n−26 |N |¡ |G|26 2d
exclude n= 5; 6; 7. Therefore, the only possibility is n= 8, which will be excluded in
the next case (since A8 ∼= L4(2)).
Case 3. Assume that G is a simple group of Lie type of characteristic p. Then a
lower bound for d is given in [12, Theorem 5:3:9]. In the case where p is odd, a
straightforward calculation shows that |G|26 2e(G)6 |N |, where e(G) is given in [12,
Theorem 5:3:9]. This contradiction shows that G is a normal subgroup of Aut if p
is odd.
Assume now that p = 2. A more sharp lower bound for d in this case is given
in Table 5:4:C of [12]. We will complete the proof by checking the simple groups
in the order given in this table (see Tables 5:1:A and 5:1:B of [12] for the order
of G).
If G = Al(2e) = Ll+1(2e), then d¿ (l+ 1)e, and since 2(l+1)e6 2d = |N |¡ |G|2 =
2e(l+1)l=2, we have that l¿ 3; similarly, if G =A−l (2
e) = Ul+1(2e), then l¿ 3.
If G =2B2(2e) = Sz(2e), then d¿ 4e, and thus 24e6 2d = |N |¡ |G|2 = 22e, which
is a contradiction.
If G=Cl(2e)=PSp2l(2
e) with l¿ 2, then d¿ 2le, and since 22le6 2d=|N |¡ |G|2=
2l
2e, we have that l¿ 3.
If G = E8(2e), then d¿ 248e, and thus 2248e6 2d = |N |¡ |G|2 = 2120e, which is a
contradiction.
If G = F4(2e), then l¿ 26e, and thus 226e6 2d = |N |¡ |G|2 = 224e, which is a
contradiction.
If G =2F4(2e)′, then l¿ 26e, and thus 226e6 2d = |N |¡ |G|2 = 212e, which is a
contradiction.
Finally, if G =G2(2e), then l¿ 6e, and thus 26e6 2d = |N |¡ |G|2 = 26e, which is
a contradiction.
Therefore, if G is a group listed in Theorem 1.1(d), then G is normal in Aut. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Combining Theorems 1.1 and 2.2, we can easily prove Corollary 1.2 as follows.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Let G be one of the simple groups listed in (a)–(d) of The-
orem 1.1, and let  be a connected cubic Cayley graph of G. Then by Theorem 1.1,
G is a normal subgroup of Aut. Suppose that there exists a subgroup G˜ of Aut
such that G˜ ∼= G but G˜ = G. Then 〈G˜; G〉=Go G˜6Aut. Thus |G˜|= |Go G˜| =|G|
divides |Aut| =|G| that is a power of 2, which is a contradiction. Therefore, G is the
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only regular subgroup of Aut which is isomorphic to G. By Theorem 2.2,  is a
CI-graph and so G is a connected 3-CI-group.
4. Proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let G be one of the simple groups listed in (a)–(d) of Theorem
1.1, and let =Cay(G; S) be connected and of valency 3. By Theorem 1.1, G is normal
in Aut, and thus by Lemma 2.1, Aut=GoAut(G; S). Therefore, as  is a graphical
regular representation of G if and only if Aut = G, we have that  is a graphical
regular representation of G if and only if Aut(G; S) = 1.
Finally, we construct cubic a class of graphical regular representations for Suzuki
groups Sz(q), proving Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Suzuki groups Sz(q) form an in%nite family of simple groups
of Lie type, which were de%ned in [22] as subgroups of the groups SL(4; q). We repeat
here some of the de%nitions of elements and properties of Sz(q) from [22].
Let Fq be a %nite %eld of q elements, where q = 2m for some odd integer m¿ 3.
Set r2:=2q. For ); *∈ Fq, we de%ne the matrix
(); *):=


1 0 0 0
) 1 0 0
)31 )r 1 0
)41 * ) 1


where )31:=)1+r + * and )41:=)2+r + )* + *r . Let


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0


Then + is an involution of SL(4; q). Let ,∈ Fq be such that F[,] = Fq, where F is a
%eld of order 2, and set
G = 〈(1; ,); +〉:
By [22], G is a simple group and isomorphic to the Suzuki simple group Sz(q), and
|G| = q2(q − 1)(q2 + 1). We will identify Sz(q) with this subgroup G of SL4(q).
Set S = {+; (1; ,); (1; ,)−1}. Then 〈S〉 = G, and so the Cayley graph  = Cay(G; S)
is connected and cubic. Moreover, by [22], |(1; ,)|= 4, and (1; ,) is not conjugate to
(1; ,)−1 in Aut(G). It follows that Aut(G; S) = 1. Therefore, by Theorem 1.3,  is a
graphical regular representation of Sz(q).
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